
Legion X
Join us as we venture into the legion of the 
Imperial Roman Army, where we fight on 
land, sea, and even on horseback. Known 
and feared across the world, our legion is 
home to some of the most skilled and well-
trained killers of our time.

Legion X is available with dual RTP setup at 96.04% and 
94.04% (DX1).
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Legion X Spins,
Legion X Equestris 
Spins, Legion X 
Fretensis Spins and 
Legion X Gemina 
Spins
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Game Information
Math 

Total RTP %  96.04% / 94.04%

RTP Main Game:  64.69% 
RTP Free spins:  31.35% 
Volatility:    Extreme (10)
Hit frequency:   26.12%

Win (simulated from 10 billion spins)

Max payout:  31 000x bet (~1 in 36M spins)
Win 100x bet: 1 in 992 spins
Free spins:  1 in 222 spins 

Information  

Game ID:  LegionX 
   LegionXDX1
Technology:  HTML5
Resolution: Optimized for 1280x720px, 16:9
Devices:   Mobile & desktop
Languages: 24
Currencies: 100+
Bonus mode:  Yes
Min bet:  0.20 EUR
Default bet*: 1.00 EUR
Max bet:  100 EUR

* Configurable within range of min/max bet. 

Game Features
xNudge Wilds
A Wild symbol that will nudge up or down until fully visible on the 
reel. Each nudge increases a Wild multiplier by 1. Several Wild 
multipliers add to each other for a total Wild multiplier.

Infectious Wild
Can only land on the first and last reel. One Infectious Wild 
symbol will turn all instances of any random low symbol from 
the middle reels into Wild symbols. Landing two will turn all low 
symbols in the middle reels into Wild symbols.

xWays
Can only land on the first and last reel. Can transform into any 
other symbol except for Wild or Bonus symbols. This will reveal 
2-4 symbols of the same kind, which will increase the number of 
win ways.

xWays and Infectious Wild
Can only land on the first and last reel. When landing an xWays 
and Infectious Wild, both enhanced features will be triggered. The 
middle reels will be converted into Infectious xWays and Wilds.

Legion X Spins
Eight Legion X Spins are triggered when landing three Bonus 
symbols in the middle reels. The first and last reel will gain an 
extra row. The win multiplier will be increased by xNudge Wilds, 
and will remain throughout the feature. 

Legion X Equestris Spins
Ten Legion X Equestris Spins triggered when landing three Bonus 
symbols and two xWays symbols. 

Legion X Fretensis Spins
Ten Legion X Fretensis Spins are triggered when landing three 
Bonus symbols and two Infectious Wild symbols. 

Legion X Gemina Spins
Ten Legion X Gemina Spins will be triggered when landing three 
bonus symbols with one Infectious Wild Symbol and one xWays 
symbol.

No Strength only Honour
Max payout of the game is set to 31,000x times the base bet. 
Trigger this, and the game round will end.

Nolimit Bonus - Feature Buy Functionality
Buy your way straight into one of the different bonus features, 
ranging from 70x to 1200x the base bet. 
 
* The Nolimit Bonus feature may however be removed in 
some regulated markets.
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